s where k Ξ> 3 and any three consecutive vectors t^l y t i? and t i+1 are linearly independent. (All indices will always be reduced modulo k.) The set of all vectors which are linear combinations of t i and t iV1 with nonnegative coefficients will be denoted by IL,*+i Furthermore let the intersection of ΓL-i,* an d ΓL,i+i be no more than the origin unless i -j f i -1 = j + 1, or i -1 = j. When these conditions are satisfied the collection of all vectors in the IL,»+i's will be called a polyhedral corner. The origin is the vertex, the t/s are the edges, and the IL,<+i's are the faces of the polyhedral corner. The angle between t { and t i+1 is the face angle φ iti+1 of EL +i The normal to the face IL,;+i is the vector n ifi+1 -ί< x t i+1 . The exterior angle e t formed by IL-i,* an^ IL,ί+i will have the magnitude of the angle between n^l ti To prove the converse we must first show that the ί/s determine a polyhedral corner. Since Corners and polars* Starting with some given polyhedral corner Σ -Σ(ti) we may ask whether or not the vectors n kfl , n lf2 , , n k _ ltk form the edges of a new polyhedral corner. For this to occur we must first of all have every consecutive set of three of them linearly independent. However
so that this is automatically satisfied. The second condition, that nonadjacent faces intersect in exactly the origin, need not be satisfied in every instance. When the normals do form a new polyhedral corner we call it the polar polyhedral corner, or just the polar of Σ, and denote it by Σ p . 
and noting that, by Lemma 2, it is positive.
To We shall call such non-convex polyhedral corners, which have convex polars, saddle corners. and Γ^5 respectively, corresponding to δi and 7* respectively. We are now able to apply a well-known "four vertex" theorem [1, Chapt. II, p. 12 ] to the two convex polyhedral corners Σ pp and Γ pp . For the situation we are considering, this theorem states that either δ\ -Ί\ is zero for all i, or is zero for no i and alternates in sign as a function of i. Since [ri^r^i^] also alternates in sign, the assertion is proved.
This theorem has the following interpretation when we think of the saddle corner as having hinged edges. Picture the corner being bent and thereby having its dihedral angles altered. Then all of its dihedral angles will be altered in the same direction provided it remains a saddle corner throughout the process.
The case where the signs alternate arises in the following way. Take a saddle corner, form a mirror image of it, and "bend" this mirror image. Then compare this last corner with the original one.
The Gauss-Bonnet result* In [2] Polya discussed and proved a version of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem for convex polyhedral surfaces. We shall extend his Lemma II to saddle corners. (His Lemma II is just the statement of the G -B theorem for convex corners.) Other methods will probably be needed to extend this lemma to general non-convex polyhedral angles.
Let Σ be a saddle corner so Σ p is convex. Call -Kthe (negative) total curvature of Σ which is, in magnitude, equal to the solid angle included by nd the G -B theorem is valid for Σ.
